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OUR LADY 
OF 
ROCAMADOUR
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Plaque in the form of a pointed oval seal on wVhich is depicted a figure of the Virgin enthroned. She is nimbed and wears a plain, low crown. Her feet rest on a pedestal. In her right hand she holds a sceptre topped by a fleur-de-lys. On her left knee sits the Holy Child, his right hand raised in the act of blessing, his left holding a roll of scriptures. Around the edge between two pearled lines [p.235] runs the following inscription in mixed Lombardic and roman capitals: + SIGILLVM BEATE MARIE DE ROCAMADOR (Seal of the Blessed Mary of Rocamadour). The badge is fitted with three (originally four) stitching-loops. High spots, like the Child's face or the Virgin's hand, have been rubbed smooth. H 46mm.

Rocamadour (Lot) was another pilgrim centre that owed its rise from obscurity mainly to the flowering of the cult of St James of Compostela in the 11th and 12th centuries (Koster 1983a, 43-5), even though it did not lie on one of the great through routes to Compostela. Its pilgrims, in fact, were faced with a laborious detour, over rough terrain, from the nearest route, the one that started at Le Puy. Rocamadour, moreover, possessed neither relics nor, in the earlier stages of the cult, an image of the Virgin (Ward 1982, 147). This mountain shrine was built on a rocky cliff, reached by flights of steps. Despite these difficulties of access, the church of the Blessed Mary attracted crowds of pilgrims. The widespread dispersal of its badges, as well as abundant documentary evidence, testify to its position as one of the principal places of pilgrimage in medieval Europe (Koster 1983a, 5-79, 86; Spencer 1985a, 315; Rocacher 1985, 287, note 17; 1988; Liebgott 1988, 213-15; Sarfatij 1991).

Rocamadour reached the pinnacle of its fame around 1170. It was in that year, the year of Becket's martyrdom, that the English King, Henry II, undertook the pilgrimage. By then badges, and the pilgrims wearing them, were already helping to disseminate news of the many miracles credited to Our Lady of Rocamadour. They were among the earliest manufactured pilgrim souvenirs and were given the special name of sportulae or sportelles in French, suggesting that, initially at least, they were fixed to the pilgrim's scrip (sporta). As early as 1166 an ailing priest was reported to have been miraculously cured when his mother laid the badge she had brought home from Rocamadour upon him (Albe 1907, 135-6). In a life of St Thomas written between 1172 and 1174 pilgrim signs from 'Rochemadur, cast in lead, bearing the image of Mary' are mentioned in the same breath as the ampullae and leaden shells worn, respectively, by pilgrims to Canterbury and Compostela (Walberg 1936, 181-2).

The badges were sold at stalls in a concourse close to the church called Platea del Senhals. Besides the sportelles of tin-lead alloy, badges of copper alloy and of gold and silver were also offered for sale. As there was money to be made, the monastery of Tulle had, at the outset, succeeded in imposing a strict monopoly over Rocamadour's souvenir trade. By degrees, however, a share in the manufacture and sale of badges was secured by certain families, who paid an annual sum for the privilege. Protracted litigation between the church and the townspeople followed an attempt by the Abbot (by then also Bishop) of Tulle to reassert a monopoly early in the 15th century (Cohen 1976, 197-8; Koster 1983a, 49-50, 52).

Souvenirs of a secular sort were also marketed. Medieval stone moulds for the production of such trinkets were recovered in 1911 during the redevelopment at one corner of the Place des Senhals (see p 207). For over 300 years the classic souvenir from Rocamadour, however, was the sportelle, the vesica-shaped badge depicting the hieratic figure of the Virgin in majesty. A typical example is provided by 245. A badge of the same size and of very similar format, was recently excavated in Wijnstrnat, Dordrecht, from an archaeological deposit datable to 1200-:85 (Sarfatij 1991). Rocamadour badges of this type had previously been thought to date from the end of the 13th century and later. Stylistic evidence alone is unreliable, however since the organisers of the pilgrimage at Rocamadour appear to have encouraged a consciously archaistic approach to the design of its badge moulds (Koster 1983a, 80-1).

Two other badges from London sites are in many respects similar to 245 but were the handiwork of more accomplished mould cutters. One of them (245a), from the Thames foreshore at Battersea (recovered in 1985), retains all four of its stitching-rings (Spencer 1985a, 315, no. 266; cf. ibid. no. 265, Spencer 1971a, fig xxii, s). The other (245b), from the Thames Exchange site, is almost identical to badges recovered from the Seine at Paris (Koster 1983a, 67, 70) and to another found in the neighbourhood of Saintes, Charente Maritime (ibid., 73).

It has, however, been convincingly argued that the earliest Rocamadour badges were somewhat larger (between 10 and 20mm taller) than those so far considered and had six instead of four fixing rings. These are thought to have been in production during the second half of the 12th century and to have virtually gone out of use by the end of the 13th (ibid., 50). An especially elegant badge of this kind was retrieved from spoil from the Thames Exchange site (245c; for a close parallel see Rocacher 1978, 20), a site that also yielded a remarkably large number of late 12th century Canterbury ampullae of the scallop shell type. The heraldic lys of the conventional sceptre fleur-de-lys is replaced here by a flower of many shoots. The delicately turned legs of the Virgin's throne rise from a base decorated with roundels, and the Child in this instance holds a book. Typical of the inscriptions on nearly all Rocamadour badges the A of MARIE is placed in the lower point of the vesica. The upper two-thirds of a similar badge, which is also closely akin to a find from the Seine at Paris (Koster 1983a, 58, no. R4), was recovered from the same site (TEXsp). Substantial parts of two other large Rocamadour badges were found in Billingsgate spoil. One of them is unusually crude, while the other (245d) closely corresponds to a 13th century badge found at Dordrecht in 1980 (ibid., 58-9, no. R5).

